
29-09-2014 

CS writes to CGM regarding our dissatisfaction for new 
circular about Accounts Executive posting.(click here to see) 

22-09-2014 

BS North informed that an extended ECM of that Branch held 
on 20/09/2014 at Barrackpur Exchange. Branch president 
Com. Dhrubojyoti Mukherjee presided over the meeting .All 
ECM and general members of BKP area including 
NSCBTTC,Kalyani  were present. Inspite of torrential rain 
and bad weather presence was 100%. Com.Biswajit 
Chakraborty CWC member reported the proceedings and 
decision taken in Hyderabad CWC Members also discussed 
some local problems. 

BS Com.Susanta Das in his summing up reported the present 
position.He also explained the statos of JTO to SDE & JAO to 
AO promotion. The meeting ended with the resolution that 
AIBSNLEA will be undisputed No.1 in the forthcoming 
verification. 

19-09-2014 

CS writes to GM(HR & Admn) for Missing DE Name of Sri 
R N Mondal(click here for letter) 

17-09-2014 

CS,ACS and other members attended the SEMINAR on 
Improvement of service & financial viability at CTS,Alipur 
organised by BSNLEU,CTD.CGM, PGM & GM(HR & 
Admn.) were present.Leaders of other unions & associations 
were also invited.  

http://aibsnleawb.org/AO_TRF_2014.pdf
http://aibsnleawb.org/RNM_Letter.pdf


CS ,in his deliberation,pointed out indiscipline in attendance 
is the main cause of downfall in work culture of CTS,he 
proposed that EARS may be re-introduced for all 
with suitable measures.Lack of coordination between different 
authorities like KMC,Police and other operators is another 
cause of sudden cable cut.Uncontrolled TU actions sometimes 
cause of service interruption,lack of materials is also 
hindrance for improving cable condition ,as a result BB 
service is affected.Transmission N/W, OFC cut needs to be 
attended quickly. If we can ensure these things certainly our 
service will be improved and we can retain customer in CTD. 

09-09-2014 

CS & President met GM(Fin) today and discussed about 
recent posting order of accounts wing.We requested to modify 
some transfer orders GM assured to consider as far as 
possible. 

08-09-2014 

CS & ACSs alongwith CS,AIGETOA met GM(HR & Admn.) 
on 08-09-2014 and informed him about the MOU of the two 
associations.They informed that like everywhere in BSNL in 
CTD also these two associations will negotiate 
jointly.Discussion about importance & relevance of this co-
ordination and about our joint demands taken place. 

We conveyed our dissatisfaction regarding some transfer & 
posting orders being issued after long time and then suddenly 
changed in an unlikely and unprecedented manner.We also 
expressed our anxiousness regarding inordinate delay in DE 
posting.GM informed CGM is out of station,posting order can 
be issued after CGM is back probably on Monday. 



 


